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Abstract—This paper proposes a new large-scale maskcompliant spectral precoder (LS-MSP) for orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing systems. In this paper, we first consider a
previously proposed mask-compliant spectral precoding scheme
that utilizes a generic convex optimization solver which suffers
from high computational complexity, notably in large-scale systems. To mitigate the complexity of computing the LS-MSP, we
propose a divide-and-conquer approach that breaks the original
problem into smaller rank 1 quadratic-constraint problems and
each small problem yields closed-form solution. Based on these
solutions, we develop three specialized first-order low-complexity
algorithms, based on 1) projection on convex sets and 2) the
alternating direction method of multipliers. We also develop an
algorithm that capitalizes on the closed-form solutions for the
rank 1 quadratic constraints, which is referred to as 3) semianalytical spectral precoding. Numerical results show that the
proposed LS-MSP techniques outperform previously proposed
techniques in terms of the computational burden while complying
with the spectrum mask. The results also indicate that 3) typically
needs 3 iterations to achieve similar results as 1) and 2) at the
expense of a slightly increased computational complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The requirement space of the fifth generation (5G) wireless
networks new radio (NR) is driven by several use-cases,
including mobile broadband and internet-of-things applications. One of the challenges to cater to these services is
handling the spectrum crunch. A vital technology enabler to
deploy 5G services in the lower frequency bands is dynamic
spectrum sharing between 5G and other already deployed
radio access technologies. An orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) system offers flexibility and facilitates
dynamic spectrum sharing. Indeed, 5G NR systems employ
OFDM for both downlink and uplink transmissions like the
downlink transmission of fourth-generation networks [1].
Although OFDM systems offer various favourable properties, such as robustness to multipath fading – enabling lowcomplexity receivers and achieving high spectral efficiency –
it is well-known that OFDM waveform suffers from high outof-band emissions (OOBE), e.g., see [1]. The leading cause for
this is the discontinuities at the boundaries of the rectangular
window of the generated OFDM symbols. Unfortunately, the
high OOBE causes significant interference to the neighbouring
channel occupants unless the OOBE is adequately suppressed.
Therefore, NR systems are designed to comply with welldefined adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) and spectral
emission mask (SEM) requirements, see for example [2].
Spectral precoding is one of the promising techniques for
OOBE reduction, by spectrally precoding the complex data
symbols prior to OFDM modulation without increasing the

delay/time dispersion or penalizing the cyclic prefix of the
transmitted signal. In [3], a notch based spectral precoder
(NSP) scheme is proposed by nulling the OOBE at predefined
frequency points while minimizing the Euclidean distance
between the precoded and the original data vector, that is
equivalent to an error vector magnitude (EVM). The NSP
method renders high EVM, particularly at the edge subcarriers,
leading to increased bit error rate (BER) / block error rate
(BLER) at the receiver. Recognizing these problems, in [4]
a weighted-NSP scheme is proposed to reduce the distortion
power level at the edge subcarriers by spreading the distortion
power over the allocated subcarriers. An interesting approach
proposed in [5] is the spectral precoding that only needs
to fulfil the desired SEM, which is referred to as maskcompliant spectral precoder (MSP). Moreover, MSP offers
improved performance in terms of BLER as compared with
NSP depending on the target SEM at the expense of increased
complexity.
The higher complexity of MSP is due to the convex optimization formulation that typically does not yield a closedform solution. Therefore, the authors of [5] suggest utilizing a
generic optimization solver, which typically employs interiorpoint methods [6]. Instead of computing a spectrally precoded
symbol vector in MSP [5], the authors in [7] proposed optimal
and sub-optimal schemes to obtain a spectral precoder matrix
that can fulfil the target SEM by multiplying the data symbol
vector by a fixed precoding matrix, while offloading the
major computational part offline. However, supporting large
bandwidths along with a large number of antennas while
enabling dynamic spectrum sharing, the memory required for
the storage of large spectral precoder matrices is a bottleneck
in real systems. Thus, the authors in [7] proposed a suboptimal
approach. Therefore, in contrast to [7], we not only seek
low-complexity and memory-efficient but also (near) optimal
precoding schemes for the large-scale MSP (LS-MSP) that
fulfils the target mask, and minimizes the EVM.
Contributions: We decompose the LS-MSP optimization
problem into subproblems, where each subproblem yields
closed-form solution. We also develop three specialized lowcomplexity algorithms that find the solution to the LS-MSP
problem based on utilizing 1) projection on convex sets
(POCS) and 2) consensus alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) techniques [8] [9] [10]. The third specialized
algorithm, dubbed as 3) semi-analytical spectral precoding
(SSP), is derived by utilizing the closed-form solution of a
dual variable based on the coordinate descent scheme [11]. We
would also like to highlight, that the suboptimal approach in
[7] has similar computational cost as in our SSP algorithm; but
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the OFDM transceiver with spectral precoding.

the SSP converges in 2-3 iterations, faster than the suboptimal
scheme in [7], and yet SSP offers (near) optimal performance.
Notation: The i-th element of a vector a is denoted by ai ,
and element in the i-th row and j-th column of the matrix A
is denoted by A [i, j]. The i-th row vector of a matrix A is
represented as A [i, :]. The transpose and conjugate transpose
T
H
of a vector or matrix are denoted by (·) and (·) , respectively.
The complex conjugate to a vector b is denoted by b∗ . The
set of complex and real numbers are denoted by C and R,
respectively; <{x} shows the real part of a complex number
x. An i-th iterative update is denoted by (·)(i) .
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section introduces the downlink system model followed
by a brief description of the OOBE in OFDM and conventional
spectral precoders.
A. System Model and Out-of-Band Emissions
We consider a single transmit and receive antenna based
OFDM system as depicted in Fig. 1. A given OFDM symbol
vector in the frequency-domain comprises N subcarriers deT
noted as d = [x0 , . . . , xN −1 ] ∈ CN ×1 , where k-th subcarrier
is modulated by, e.g., an quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) alphabet, for instance, see [1].
The unwanted OOBE due to the OFDM frequency-domain
signal d at the M considered discrete frequency points ν =
[ν1 , . . . , νM ] can be described by p(ν) = Ad. We now define
T
A[m, :] := a (νm ) ∈ C1×N , where A [m, k] := a(νm , k) can
be derived in discrete form as [3]:


(νm − k)
√
(NCP − N + 1)
a(νm , k) = (1/ N ) exp jπ
N


(νm −k)
sin π N (N + NCP )


·
,
(1)
sin π (νmN−k)
where NCP corresponds to cyclic prefix length in samples.
B. Spectral Precoding Methods—Prior Art
In the sequel, we introduce the precoding methods proposed
in [3] and [5], which are referred to as NSP and MSP,
respectively.
1) Notch Based Spectral Precoding (NSP): In [3], the
constrained least-squares optimization problem for the memoryless notch based spectral precoder Gsp reads
minimize
d

d−d

2
2

subject to Ad = 0M ×1 ,

(2)

such that the precoded OFDM symbol in frequency domain is
given by d = Gsp d, where the spectral precoder is given by

−1
Gsp = I N − AH AAH
A.

2) Mask Compliant Spectral Precoding (MSP): In [5], the
work reported in [3] was extended such that the only SEMconstraint needs to be fulfilled, i.e.,
minimize

d−d

d

2
2

subject to

Ad

2

≤γ ,

(3)

where the absolute value squared and inequality constraint is
component-wise and γ ∈ RM ×1 . The solution could not be
expressed in the closed-form and thereby [5] proposed to solve
this MSP problem via a generic quadratic programming solver.
III. L OW-C OMPLEXITY A LGORITHMS FOR LS-MSP
In this section, we develop three first-order algorithms to
solve the LS-MSP problem for catering to various hardware
architectures in terms of support of computational complexity,
memory efficiency, and latency. The proposed algorithms
offer low complexity compared to second-order algorithms,
e.g., interior-point based methods, for instance, see [12]. In
particular, the first two are based on the consensus ADMM
and POCS, while the third one is derived by employing the
coordinate descent scheme of a dual variable and capitalizing
on the closed-form knowledge of the rank 1 constraint.
Based on our key observation, we rewrite the problem (3)
as described below.
Observation 1. The constraint in (3) can be decomposed into
M rank 1 constraints such that the LS-MSP problem in (3)
becomes
minimize
d

d−d

2
2

H

s.t. d Am d ≤ γm ∀m,
∗

(4)

T

where CN ×N 3 Am = a (νm ) a (νm ) and rank{Am } = 1.
A. Efficient First-Order Algorithms for LS-MSP
If M = 1, the orthogonal projection onto the rank 1
quadratic constraint is obtained in closed-form as described in
the following theorem. The definitions of proximal operator
proxX C (x), projection operator ΠC (x), and the characteristic/indicator function X C (z) are omitted and referred to, e.g.,
[9] [12], due to space constraint.
Theorem 1 (projection onto the rank 1 quadratic constraint).
Let C ⊆ CN ×1 and C 6= ∅ given by C =

N ×1
x∈C
: xH Ax − b ≤ 0 , where CN ×N 3 A = uuH
is rank 1 matrix and b ∈ R+ , then the proximal operator
!
√

b − uH x
proxX C (x) = ΠC (x) = x +
u uH x .
2
H
kuk2 |u x|
(5)
Proof : The proof is omitted due to space constraint, but we
refer to Section III-A in [13] for the projection result.


If M > 1, then no closed form is known yet. Hence, in the
subsequent sections, we propose and elucidate low-complexity
algorithms to solve the LS-MSP problem.
1) POCS Based LS-MSP Solution (POCS algorithm): One
of the simplest and low-complexity first-order methods to
obtain a solution to the problem in (4) is by finding a solution
to the intersection of convex sets, where each convex set
corresponds to the rank = 1 quadratic inequality, i.e.,
\ \
\
2
d − d 2 s.t. d ∈ C 1 C 2 · · · C M , (6)
minimize
d



where the convex set is given by C m = d : gm d ≤ 0 .
The POCS based solution of (6) reads [8]

 (i−1) 
(i)
d = ΠC M · · · ΠC 1 d
,
(7)
(0)

where d = d and ΠC m (·) = proxX C (·) is given in (5). POCS
converges to a common point of an intersection of the closed
convex sets (assuming intersection is non-empty), e.g., see [8].
2) Consensus ADMM Based LS-MSP Solution (ADMM
algorithm): In our second proposal, we utilize ADMM with
consensus optimization to solve the LS-MSP problem.
minimize
d,y m ∈CN ×1

M
 X
X C m (y m ) s.t.
f d +

y m = d ∀m,

m=1


2
where we define f d := d − d 2 and the characteristic
function XC m (y m ) with the rank 1 constraint set is given
by C m = y m : y H
m Am y m − γm ≤ 0 , which implies that
X C m (y m ) is zero if y m ∈ C m otherwise ∞ when y m ∈
/ C m.
The scaled-form consensus ADMM algorithm for the above
problem can be expressed as [10]
M
X

d ← arg min f d + ρ
ym − d + zm
d

ym

M
X


⇒0=− d−d −ρ
ym + zm − d
m=1

yields (11a). The second step is a projection operator onto the
rank 1 quadratic constraint (cf. Theorem 1) yielding (11b).
Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed recipe for the ADMM
based MSP, where I denotes the total number of iterations.
3) Semi-Analytic LS-MSP Solution (SSP algorithm): In
our third proposal, we derived an optimal semi-analytical
algorithm, dubbed as SSP, based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions [6] for the constrained optimization (4).
We form a Lagrangian of (4) by introducing the Lagrange
multipliers {µm } as follows
M
 H

X

2
µm d Am d − γm .
L d, {µm } = d − d 2 +
m=1

Utilizing the KKT conditions, the stationarity condition
yields (12e) and the Lagrange multipliers {µm } are obtained
iteratively in the coordinate descent set-up [11] as outlined
in Algorithm 2. We omit the related proofs due to space
constraint and defer to future work.
Algorithm 2 SSP LS-MSP algorithm for OOBE reduction

2 M
Inputs: d∈ CN ×1 , γm ; λm
1 = ka (νm ) k2 m=1 .
N ×1
Output: d ∈ C
Initialization:
r 



λm
(0)
T
1
µm = λ1m a (νm ) d
−
1
∀m; φ = 0.
γm
1

2
2

(8)

m=1

y m ← arg min X C m (y m ) + ρ y m − d + z m

In the first step of our proposed ADMM LS-MSP algorithm,
taking the derivative with respect to d and setting to zero, i.e.,
)
(
M
X
∂
2
2
0∈
d−d 2+ρ
ym − d + zm 2
∗
∂d
m=1

2
2

∀m

z m ← z m + y m − d ∀m = 1, . . . , M .

(9)

1:
2:
3:

for i = 1, 2, . . . , I do
for m = 1, . . . , M do

I N +
G−1
\m =

(10)

−1

M
X

An 
µ(i−1)
n

(12a)

n=1\m
T

α1 = a (νm ) G−1
\m d

Algorithm 1 ADMM LS-MSP algorithm for OOBE reduction
N ×1

M
a (νm )}m=1 ,

T

and ρ > 0 ∈ R
Inputs: d ∈ C
, {γm ;
(I)
N ×1
Output: d ∈ C
(0)
(0)
Initialization: y m = 0N ×1 and z m = 0N ×1
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , I do

α2 = a (νm )

d

(12b)
∗

a (νm )

4:

µ(i)
m =<

2:
(i)

G−1
\m

"
#
M 

X
1
(i−1)
(i−1)
=
d+ρ
ym + zm
(1 + ρM )
m=1
(11a)

5:
6:
7:

end for
end for
d=
return



α1 exp (−ιφ) −
√
γm α2

IN +

M
X

√

(12c)
γm


(12d)

!−1
(I)
µm

Am

d

(12e)

m=1

3:

 (i)

y (i)
− z (i−1)
{cf. (5)}
m = proxX C m d
m

(11b)
B. Complexity and Latency Analysis

4:
(i)

(i−1)
z (i)
+ y (i)
m = zm
m −d

5:

end for

(11c)

The dominating online algebraic complexity of POCS and
ADMM LS-MSP algorithms are in the computation of the
prox operator, which is in the order of O (N ), in terms of
complex multiplications particularly, per given m-th discrete

TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS PER ITERATION
Method
MSP [5]
POCS
ADMM
SSP

Complexity

O N 4.5 [7]
O (M N )
O (M N ) but M frequencies processing
can be parallelized

O MN2

Latency
–
High
Medium
Low

frequency and i-th iteration. The main complexity of SSP
is due to the inverse of the sum of rank 1 matrices, e.g.,
(12a). However, no online matrix inverse is required since
one can utilize the Sherman-Morrison formula recursively
[14], which is in the order of O M N 2 per i-th iterations.
Table I compares the complexity of various SEM constrained
precoding schemes. Moreover, depending on the considered
hardware architectures of the real-time radios, the latencies to
run the algorithm are also suggested for the completeness and
deferred to the future work for the detailed analysis.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms for MSP utilizing a 5G NR compliant link-level
simulator and compare the performances with the conventional
precoding algorithms, accordingly.
Performance Metrics and Simulation Parameters:
We analyze both in-band and out-of-band (OOB) distortion.
In this paper, the in-band distortion is quantified in terms
of EVM, BLER and (normalized) throughput, whereas the
OOB distortion is quantified in terms of the operating band
unwanted emissions (referred to as SEM) and (conducted)
ACLR, see [2] for the definitions. Specifically, we considered
ACLR corresponding to the 1st adjacent carrier, where the
minimum requirement is 45 dB [2]. It is worth highlighting
that these ACLR requirements are for the complete radio
chain, i.e., measurements need to be performed at the antenna
connector. Thus, spectrum shaping may have some aggressive
ACLR and SEM requirements to meet the minimum requirements at the antenna connector.
The key simulation parameters for the physical downlink
shared channel (PDSCH) with type-A and the investigated test
scenarios are summarized in Table II, e.g., see [2] [15] for
the detailed NR physical layer. We have considered 15 KHz
subcarrier spacing for the NR numerology unless otherwise
mentioned. Furthermore, no supporting signals are transmitted besides PDSCH along with the demodulation reference
signal (DMRS) for the practical channel and noise variance
estimation at the user equipment (UE) side. Notice that for
simulations purpose, we have considered relatively narrow 5
MHz channel bandwidth even though the proposed methods
can be employed for very large bandwidths.
In addition to the parameters given in Table II, the discrete
frequencies for SEM compliant precoders are selected as
ν ∈ {∓5010, ∓4995, ∓2565, ∓2550} KHz, where the negative and positive frequencies correspond to the left and right
side of the OOB of the occupied signal spectrum, respectively.
Notice that these discrete frequencies can be asymmetrically
selected for the OOBE suppression. The considered SEM,

TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR FDD NR ( REL -15) PDSCH T YPE -A
Parameters
Subcarrier Spacing
Carrier BW (PRB alloc.)
Modulation
Code-rate
Channel Model
Channel & Noise power
HARQ max transmissions
Other Information

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3
15 KHz
5 MHz (25 PRBs)
16QAM
64QAM
adaptive (10% BLER)
1/2 5/6
adaptive (10% BLER)
TDL-A (30ns, 10Hz)
TDL-A (300ns, 100Hz)
Practical LMMSE based
4 (3 max retransmissions with rv {0, 2, 3, 1})
LDPC encoder & decoder; no other impairments

referred to as SEM 1 is γ SEM 1 = [−75, −75, −65, −65]
dBm/100 KHz, corresponding to left/right side of the signal
spectrum. Furthermore, we have considered another target
SEM 2, i.e., γ SEM 2 = [−85, −85, −75, −75] dBm/100 KHz
for ACLR and EVM performance, particularly.
We found a suitable ρ = 10 for consensus ADMM algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1) based on our numerical results, not
depicted due to space constraint. For the MSP solution, we
have employed CVX wrapper with SeDuMi solver [16].
Simulation Results:
In Fig. 2, we present the OOB performance in terms of
ACLR against iterations corresponding to test 3 in Table II
(similar result for other tests). Evidently, SSP converges in 3
iterations for both target masks to achieve the same ACLR
results as rendered by MSP. The ADMM and POCS require
nearly 100 iterations for relaxed SEM 1, while for aggressive
SEM 2, ADMM and POCS require 800 and 3000 iterations,
respectively. We can observe that for the first 10/100 iterations,
POCS has faster convergence compared to ADMM, which
could be due to initializations. On the other hand, we have
observed that CVX achieves the MSP solution in nearly 25
iterations, but we could not manage to obtain the result for
every iteration. We have also observed similar behaviour with
respect to EVM against iterations. Based on these results,
we now fix the iterations for POCS, ADMM, and SSP as
3000, 800, and 3, respectively, for the subsequent results.
Furthermore, we have numerically observed that the precoders
have a negligible impact on the peak to average power ratio.
Fig. 3 show the average power spectral density (PSD) versus
frequency for the proposed algorithms. Moreover, the NR SEM
corresponding to a medium range BS with the maximum
output of 38 dBm [2] is also shown for the completeness,
but the SEM is normalized according to the normalized
transmit signal power such that the transmit signal PSD is
approximately −21.5 dBm/100 KHz, in the link simulations.
Fig. 4 present the average EVM distribution per physical
resource block (PRB) [15] for test 3. The edge PRBs have
relatively high distortion power compared to the central PRBs.
It is worth to highlight that the EVM cannot be controlled in
NSP unlike in the mask compliant precoders.
The (in-band) performance, in terms of BLER versus received SNR are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the
fixed reference channels, i.e., fixed modulation alphabet and
code rates, with 16QAM and 64QAM, respectively. For SEM
compliant precoders and code rate 1/2 with 16QAM and
64QAM modulation alphabets, the SNR loss at 10% BLER

Fig. 2. ACLR-vs.-Iterations along with two target
masks, SEM 1 and SEM 2.

Fig. 3. PSD of the various waveforms with two
different target SEMs.

Fig. 4. EVM [%] distribution over PRBs in
frequency-domain (log y-axis).

Fig. 5. BLER-vs.-SNR for 16QAM—cf. Test 1 in
Table II.

Fig. 6. BLER-vs.-SNR for 64QAM—cf. Test 2 in
Table II.

Fig. 7. Normalized Throughput-vs.-SNR with link
adaptation—cf. Test 3 in Table II.

is negligible and nearly 0.85 dB, respectively, compared to no
OOBE reduction scheme. In case of NSP with 64QAM 1/2,
the SNR loss at BLER 10% is nearly 3 dB while error-floor
has been observed around BLER 5%. On the other hand, for
SEM constrained precoders with 16QAM 5/6, the SNR loss
is approximately 1 dB, but error-floor can be seen around
BLER 3%. For 64QAM 5/6, all the precoders render poor
performance due to high transmit EVM. Fig. 7 present the
Throughput vs. SNR with link adaptation having a target of
10% BLER. Although SEM-constrained precoders show better
performance compared to NSP, there can be a potential to
improve the performance of spectral precoding, notably in high
SNR regime, which will be addressed in our future work.
V. C ONCLUSION
We presented three hardware-friendly algorithms for spectral emission mask constrained precoder for the large-scale
OFDM based systems, namely ADMM, POCS, and SSP
utilizing KKT conditions and a coordinate descent scheme.
Numerical results corroborate that the proposed algorithms
achieve similar performance as existing high complexity MSP
[5] utilizing generic convex optimization solvers. Furthermore,
our simulation results show that SSP converges in typically 3
iterations with some increased computational cost yet offers
lower computational cost than the conventional MSP.
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